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a b s t r a c t 

Early research proposed that individuals with developmental dyslexia use contextual information to facilitate 

lexical access and compensate for phonological deficits. Yet at present there is no corroborating neuro-cognitive 

evidence. We explored this with a novel combination of magnetoencephalography (MEG), neural encoding and 

grey matter volume analyses. We analysed MEG data from 41 adult native Spanish speakers (14 with dyslexic 

symptoms) who passively listened to naturalistic sentences. We used multivariate Temporal Response Function 

analysis to capture online cortical tracking of both auditory (speech envelope) and contextual information. To 

compute contextual information tracking we used word-level Semantic Surprisal derived using a Transformer 

Neural Network language model. We related online information tracking to participants’ reading scores and grey 

matter volumes within the reading-linked cortical network. We found that right hemisphere envelope tracking was 

related to better phonological decoding (pseudoword reading) for both groups, with dyslexic readers performing 

worse overall at this task. Consistently, grey matter volume in the superior temporal and bilateral inferior frontal 

areas increased with better envelope tracking abilities. Critically, for dyslexic readers only, stronger Semantic 

Surprisal tracking in the right hemisphere was related to better word reading. These findings further support 

the notion of a speech envelope tracking deficit in dyslexia and provide novel evidence for top-down semantic 

compensatory mechanisms. 
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. Introduction 

Cortical speech processing is dynamic. Brain circuits adapt their

rocessing to background noise levels ( Hervais-Adelman et al., 2012 ;

halighinejad et al., 2017 ), attentional demands ( Ahveninen et al.,

011 ) and speaker characteristics ( Sjerps et al., 2019 ). This adaptation

s marked by real-time changes in cortical patterns and is arguably sup-

orted by predictive coding mechanisms enabling the listener to flexibly

p or down weight top-down (contextual) versus bottom-up (percep-

ual) cues ( Hakonen et al., 2017 ; Donhauser and Baillet, 2019 ). In ad-

ition to online adaptation, there is evidence for longer-term changes

n cortical speech processing due to ageing ( Broderick et al., 2021 )

r learning new skills such as musical training or another language

 Tervaniemi et al., 2022 ). Crucially, this functional plasticity of the cor-

ical circuits that process speech could be key for preserved speech com-

rehension in developmental disorders of language. 
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Developmental dyslexia is associated with a phonological deficit

inked to poor perceptual tracking of the speech signal ( Goswami, 2011 ;

izarazu et al., 2018 ; Molinaro et al., 2016 ). Despite a wealth of evidence

hat phonological skills play a major role in spoken language process-

ng, dyslexic readers typically do not display severe speech comprehen-

ion impairments ( Nation and Snowling, 1998 ; Shaywitz et al., 1999 ).

arly behavioural work suggested that semantic and contextual informa-

ion can partially compensate for lower-level deficits ( Stanovich, 1980 )

y facilitating lexical and semantic levels of word recognition in sen-

ence contexts. There is substantial behavioural evidence that poor

nd dyslexic readers rely on contextual facilitation during spoken

 Chiappe et al., 2004 ) and written ( Corkett and Parrila, 2008 ; Frith and

nowling, 1983 ) language comprehension. Critically, others have shown

reater contextual facilitation for adult dyslexic compared to typical

eaders ( Nation and Snowling, 1998 ) with a similar pattern of results

lso shown for children with dyslexia ( van der Kleij et al. 2019 ). 
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Neuroimaging allows us to simultaneously explore the spatiotem-

oral cortical dynamics of both lower-level auditory and higher-

evel contextual semantic processes. Neurophysiological studies show

arked differences between typical and dyslexic readers in auditory

nd phonological processing but comparable neural markers of con-

extual semantic facilitation (N400 component related to contextual

ncertainty), both for spoken and written words ( Bonte and Blom-

rt, 2004 ; Helenius et al., 1999 ; Jednoróg et al., 2010 ; Mody et al.,

008 ; Rüsseler et al., 2007 ; Silva-Pereyra et al., 2003 ). Very few stud-

es show reduced effects of context (diminished N400 effect) for dyslexic

ord reading ( Schulz et al., 2008 ). This evidence is comparable with the

ehavioural literature and suggests robust contextual semantic process-

ng in dyslexia, despite persistently poor phonological skills. Although

hese neuroimaging findings are compatible with compensatory seman-

ic mechanisms in dyslexia, the evidence linking related neural markers

o specific compensatory mechanisms is missing. 

Here we used a novel combination of multivariate encoding analy-

es of the MEG data and state-of-the-art computational linguistics anal-

sis to explore the cortical tracking of lower-level auditory and higher-

evel contextual information for natural speech in typical versus dyslexic

eaders. We related these processes to reading abilities in both groups.

inally, we related these measures with the structural morphology of the

eading network. Auditory information processing was measured by the

ortical tracking of the speech envelope. To estimate participants’ ability

o track contextual semantics we derived contextual Semantic Surprisal

or words in sentences. Surprisal has previously shown robust neural cor-

elates and was linked to the N400 response for less predictable words

 Gillis et al., 2021 ; Broderick et al., 2021 ). To estimate Semantic Sur-

risal we used word-level probabilities produced with the Transformer

eural Network, which is currently the most accurate machine learning

ool for this task. Envelope and Surprisal measures were used for the

ultivariate encoding analysis on time-resolved MEG cortical responses

o capture dynamic neural signatures of related processes. 

In the present study in addition to the main analysis of the MEG re-

ponses we also explored how variability in cortical speech tracking is

elated to structural properties of the cortical network linked to read-

ng. Learning to read facilitates development of dedicated cortical cir-

uits encompassing bilateral temporal, temporoparietal, occipitotempo-

al and inferior frontal areas. In typically developing readers, increases

n grey matter volume (GMV) within this network are related to bet-

er reading skills ( Hoeft et al., 2007 ). Accordingly, dyslexic individu-

ls show reduced GMV in occipitotemporal areas of the ventral visual

tream (left fusiform which includes visual word form area) supporting

etter and text processing and in the temporoparietal areas related to

udio-visual information integration ( Krafnick et al., 2014 ). Apart from

typicalities in the visual ventral stream, developmental dyslexia has

een related to a lack of left-hemispheric bias (i.e., left > right) in the

uperior temporal grey matter volume ( Dole et al., 2013 ), which could

xplain the reduced ability to track auditory information ( Lizarazu et al.,

015 ). However, in a recent meta-analysis, Ramus et al. (2018) ; see also

eyre et al. (2020) highlighted the difficulty in differentiating dyslexic

rom normal readers based on neuroanatomical estimates. The aim of

he exploratory GMV analysis is to provide further complementary evi-

ence for the relation between speech processing and reading. 

In this study we focused on adults, who, unlike children, have had

ore time and experience to develop semantics-based compensatory

trategies. Following others ( Stanovich, 1980 ; Chiappe et al., 2004 ) we

easoned that if dyslexic readers use top-down compensatory strategies,

hey should be present in speech comprehension, where the adverse

ffects of phonological deficits initially emerge. If this strategy is also

eneficial for reading, top-down contextual effects (Semantic Surprisal

racking) in speech processing should be correlated with reading per-

ormance and, potentially, variability in the GMV. We therefore pre-

ict that reading skills will be positively correlated with the Semantic

urprisal tracking, especially in the dyslexic reader group. Following

ehavioural findings ( Nation and Snowling, 1998 ; van der Kleij et al.,
2 
019 ), it is also possible that dyslexic readers will show overall greater

urprisal tracking than controls despite weaker Envelop tracking, imply-

ng a speech processing strategy that more heavily relies on contextual

nalysis during word recognition. 

. Methods 

.1. Participants 

We collected data from 43 right-handed native Spanish speakers (14

ale) with no known history of neurological disorders or hearing is-

ues and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Data for 2 participants

as discarded due to poor signal quality. Average age was 30.3 years,

D = 9.78. This experiment was approved by the Ethics Committee of

he Basque Centre on Cognition, Brain and Language (BCBL) and all par-

icipants signed a written informed consent form and were paid for their

ime. To verify the presence of dyslexic symptoms in those who reported

aving reading issues or previous dyslexia diagnosis, participants were

dministered a battery of tests which included: WAIS IQ test, PROLEC-

E-R (Spanish reading test for adolescents), RAN (rapid automatic nam-

ng) and several additional tests of phonological abilities (phonological

eletion, phonological short-term memory). From these tests, 14 partic-

pants (mean age 30.57, SD = 10.05, 4 male) were confirmed as pre-

enting dyslexic symptoms (see section below for details). This sample

ize of the dyslexic group is comparable with multiple previously pub-

ished neuroimaging papers ( Molinaro et al., 2016 , - 10 dyslexic adults;

ower et al., 2016 - 12 dyslexic children; Hämäläinen et al., 2012 -

1 dyslexic adults) and was previously shown to be sufficient to demon-

trate replicable differences between control and dyslexic groups in syn-

hronisation to the speech envelope. We therefore considered this sam-

le size sufficient for the planned analyses. 

.2. Behavioural tests of dyslexic symptoms 

Our main group included both dyslexic and control participants. Dur-

ng participant recruitment we invited both those with official dyslexia

iagnosis (diagnosed as children or adolescents) and those who sus-

ected they had dyslexia due to poor reading skills but were undiag-

osed . To confirm dyslexic symptoms, we administered the Spanish

eading test (PROLEC-SE-R), which is a comprehensive assessment of

arious reading-related skills ( Cuetos et al., 2014 ). As our experiment

nvolved adults, we reasoned that although some reading related skills

such as semantic categorisation, grammatical fluency and narrative

omprehension) may be within the normal range due to extended read-

ng experience, basic word and pseudoword reading would still be af-

ected by the underlying dyslexic symptoms. Therefore, we calculated

hree separate measures from the PROLEC-SE-R and used scores on any

ne of these measures to determine dyslexic symptoms. These measures

ere: (1) the overall PROLEC-SE-R test score, (2) Word reading and (3)

seudoword reading scores. To assess if each dyslexic individual signifi-

antly deviated from the normative control sample ( n = 20), reading ef-

ciency scores were computed for Words and Pseudowords on the basis

f both reading time and accuracy as (accuracy/time) ∗ 100 and then con-

erted to t values, adjusted for a small sample comparison ( Crawford and

owell 1998 ). Our dyslexic sample inclusion criteria were that an indi-

idual’s t value was less or equal to the critical t value of − 1.72 (alpha

evel 0.05, df 19, one-tailed) for at least one of the three key measures.

pecifically, we ensured that all participants that were placed into the

yslexia group showed either (a) very poor phonological skills at − 1.72

core for Pseudo-word reading efficiency (alpha level 0.05, df 19, one-

ailed) or (b) showed overall very poor reading skills at score − 1.72 or

elow for Word reading efficiency or PROLEC-SE total score (alpha level

.05, df 19, one-tailed) accompanied by a mild phonological deficit at

 1.32 or less for Pseudoword reading (alpha level 0.1, df 19, one-tailed).

ur criteria were designed to make sure that the dyslexia group included

eople with mild to severe phonological deficits. Pseudoword reading is
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 robust test of phonological abilities in dyslexic adults who may have

artially compensated for word-level reading deficits. With these crite-

ia our dyslexia dataset contained 14 individuals. We confirmed that all

yslexic participants had a score of 80 points or above on the intelli-

ence quotient (WAIS) test and on each part of the non-verbal IQ in-

ex (Perceptual Organization and Processing Speed). Finally, to ensure

hat our normative control sample of n = 20 participants had word and

seudoword reading skills that approximated the population level we

ompared their data with previously published data ( Molinaro et al.,

016 ) for a normative sample of n = 46 native Spanish readers who

ompleted the same Word and Pseudoword reading tasks. In this larger

ontrol sample the Word efficiency score was M = 187.77 SD = 28.02

nd the Pseudoword M = 114.63 SD = 13.54. These numbers are not

ignificantly different from the smaller normative sample in this study

 t = 0.14, p = 0.88 and t = 0.39, p = 0.69, respectively). Efficiency scores

or Word ( M = 117.15, SD = 24.3) and Pseudoword reading ( M = 66.64,

D = 15.09) in our dyslexia sample are significantly lower compared to

his larger normative sample ( t = 8.54, p < 0.0001). 

Poor reading, however, can also be related to generally poor lan-

uage comprehension skills. In the latter case we do not expect that poor

eaders will use contextual comprehension as a strategy ( Nation and

nowling, 1998 ). We confirmed that none of the 14 dyslexic partici-

ants in our sample had significant narrative comprehension deficits

adjusted t > - 1.72, p < 0.05) compared to the normative control sample.

or planned group-level comparisons ( t -test) of the neural activity in the

yslexic participants with that of typical readers we selected 14 controls

atched with the dyslexic participants for age and non-verbal IQ (mea-

ured by a WAIS Matrix test). For the regression analysis where neural

ctivity was correlated with reading-related scores the whole sample

 n = 41) was used. The key behavioural measures for the full group

 n = 41) as well as the matched Control and Dyslexia groups are pre-

ented in Table 1 below: Total WAIS IQ test score (maximum score 155),

atrix component of the WAIS test (maximum score 26), PROLEC-SE-R

omprehensive reading skills test with Word and Pseudoword reading

ub-components separately. 

.3. Experimental design 

.3.1. Stimuli 

Participants listened to a total of 160 audio sentences (recorded on

 Marantz PMD digital recorder) spoken by a native female Spanish

peaker at normal conversational pace (average sentence length – 13.2

ords, SD = 3.2). All sentences were selected from a collection of on-

ine Spanish text corpora to include a varied degree of semantic con-

traints (News Corpora - 63 M ( Bojar et al. 2014 ); esCow - 150 M sen-

ences ( Schäfer and Bildhauer, 2012 ); Billion Word Corpus - 1.5B words

 Cardellino, 2016 ) and Wikicorpus - 120 M words ( Padró et al., 2010 )).

his large collection of corpora was needed to train the neural network

nd later derive word-level Semantic Surprisal measures (next section).

uring data acquisition participants listened to an additional 160 sen-

ences that were modified to change their original speed and a list of

0 unconnected words (the current study was part of a larger project on

peech processing in typical and atypical populations – see Klimovich-
Table 1 

Behavioural assessment for Control and Dyslexic part

Main group ( N = 41) Matc

Age M = 30.02, SD = 9.73 M = 
IQ Total M = 103, SD = 13.35 M =
IQ Matrix test M = 20.09, SD = 3.85 M = 
PROLEC-SE-R M = 96.02, SD = 18.4 M =
Word reading M = 162.35, SD = 46.9 M =
Pseudoword reading M = 95.67, SD = 29.3 M =

Variables showing a significant difference between Co

two-tailed. 

3 
ray et al., 2021 for details) - both were discarded from the current

nalysis. 

The 160 unmodified sentences had a varied degree of constraint with

espect to target nouns embedded in them (target noun position in sen-

ence M = 9.3, SD = 3, for full details of stimuli design see Klimovich-

ray et al., 2021 ), resulting in 80 more and 80 less constraining sen-

ences. The degree of constraint was measured as the Surprisal (negative

og2 of the probability - Hale, 2016 ) associated with the target word (all

ouns) embedded in the sentence, given preceding words. If Surprisal is

arge the given word is not strongly expected from the preceding content

e.g. target word ‘kitchen’ in the sentence: ‘This studio also has its own

eparate kitchen’). If Surprisal is relatively low, the context strongly con-

trains a given target word (e.g. target word ‘kitchen’ in the sentence:

Breakfast was served in the kitchen every morning.’). We ensured that

here was a reasonable range of semantic constraint across sentences -

verage Surprisal of a given target was 14.4 (SD = 2.34) in the weakly

onstraining sentences and 2.5 (SD = 1.33) in the strongly constraining

entences. Finally, all sentences were manually checked by native Span-

sh speakers who ensured that no sentences contained strong emotional

r graphic content. 

.3.2. Experimental procedure 

Each participant performed 3 blocks (fixed order) of data acquisition.

n the first block resting state MEG activity was recorded as participants

ooked at the blank screen for 5 min with their eyes open (resting state

ata not analysed here). The second block, which was the focus of this

tudy, consisted of the experimental sentences which participants were

nstructed to listen to attentively. To ensure attention during this block,

articipants occasionally (25% of trials) answered a simple yes/no com-

rehension question about the immediately preceding sentence, while

ooking at the black fixation cross. Participants answered with an index

nger button press and the hand (right vs left) used for yes/no response

as counterbalanced across participants. The third block consisted of

assive listening to 80 single words (which were not used in the cur-

ent analysis). All auditory stimuli were delivered with a random inter-

timulus interval (ISI) (from 1 to 2.5 s) via non-magnetic plastic tubes. 

.3.3. Data acquisition 

The MEG data was acquired in a magnetically shielded room with a

hole-scalp system (Elekta Neuromag, Helsinki, Finland) and the band-

ass filter set to 0.01 – 330 Hz, 1 kHz sampling rate. Subjects’ head

ositions were continuously monitored with four Head Position Indi-

ator (HPI) coils. Coil position was digitised relative to the anatomi-

al fiducials (nasion, left and right preauricular points) with a 3D digi-

izer (Fastrak Polhemus, Colchester, VA, USA). Subjects’ horizontal and

ertical eye movements and heart rate were monitored using bipolar

lectrodes. A subset of participants (neurotypical readers, n = 20, mean

ge = 28.78, SD = 8.89; dyslexic readers, n = 13, mean age = 30.07,

D = 10.18) also underwent structural MRI scanning in a single session,

sing a 3.0 Tesla Siemens Magnetom Trio Tim scanner (Siemens AG,

rlangen, Germany), located at the BCBL in Donostia-San Sebastián. A

igh-resolution T1-weighted scan was acquired with a 3D ultra-fast gra-

ient echo (MPRAGE) pulse sequence using a 32-channel head coil and
icipants. 

hed Controls ( N = 14) Dyslexia group ( N = 14) 

29.28, SD = 8.54 M = 30.57, SD = 10.05 

 109.8, DS = 11.3 M = 96, SD = 11.8 

21.76, DS = 2.02 M = 20.07, SD = 3.62 

 108.57, SD = 11.71 M = 76.64, SD = 10.42 

 185.92, SD = 37.8 M = 117.15, SD = 24.3 

 113.07, SD = 22.45 M = 66.64, SD = 15.09 

ntrols and Dyslexic readers are in bold, p < 0.05 
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(

ith the following acquisition parameters: FOV = 256; 160 contiguous

xial slices; voxel resolution 1 × 1 × 1 mm 

3 ; TR = 2300 ms, TE = 2.97 ms,

ip angle = 9 ̊. 

.3.4. MEG data processing and analysis 

Data pre-processing and epoching was done using the open source

NE Python platform and analysis pipeline ( Gramfort et al., 2014 ).

irst, we used MaxFilter 2.2 to perform signal-noise separation. Tem-

oral extension of the signal space separation ( Taulu et al., 2005 ) was

pplied to separate external noise from head-internal signal. Noisy and

at channels were detected automatically by MaxFilter, cross-checked

anually and subsequently interpolated with the signal from neigh-

ouring sensors. The data was further band-pass filtered between 0.2–

0 Hz (zero-phase FIR filter), blink and heart artefacts were removed

ith the automated independent component analysis implemented in

NE Python. Components were rejected automatically based on high

orrelation value with the EOG and ECG electrodes. No baseline cor-

ection was performed. For the following mTRF (multivariate Temporal

esponse Function) analysis data was cut to include only speech seg-

ents (inter-stimulus intervals, breaks, and question responses were re-

oved) and decimated to 200 Hz (no re-sampling was done to avoid

nti-aliasing artefacts). Prior to joining the segments of the MEG data

orresponding to speech segments, each segment was zero-padded along

he time dimension to avoid discontinuous values and artificial jumps

n signal amplitude. Only Gradiometer channels were used for the fol-

owing analysis. Consistent with previous implementations of the mTRF

nalysis on electrophysiological data, we normalised (z-scored) data for

ach gradiometer channel thus converting the resulting mTRF weights

nto arbitrary units ( Broderick et al., 2021 ). 

.3.5. mTRF analysis 

mTRF analysis was conducted using the mTRF-Toolbox, an open-

ource MATLAB toolbox ( Crosse et al., 2016 ). We fit forward encod-

ng models using a multivariate feature set composed of the predictor

ectors: Word Onsets, Speech Envelope and Semantic Surprisal. Word

nsets vectors consisted of spike functions with a single value (value 1)

epresenting the onset of each word of each sentence in time. This vector

as included to model out large evoked responses generated by word

nsets and to minimise their impact on the estimates for the regressors

f interest (Envelope and Semantic Surprisal). Speech envelopes were

xtracted from each spoken sentence using the same toolbox ( mTRFenve-

ope function) which resampled the speech signal to match the sampling

ate of the MEG data (200 Hz). The envelopes were then computed as the

ogarithmically scaled RMS intensity (square root of the average square

f the nearest neighbours at every sample - Lalor and Foxe, 2010 ). Fi-

ally, the Semantic Surprisal vector was a scaled version of the Word

nset vector, where vector height was equal to the negative log of the

ord probability given the preceding sentence context. These probabili-

ies were derived using a custom-built neural network trained on a large

et of online Spanish written corpora with the goal of predicting the next

ord in the sentence (see section below for details). As with MEG re-

ponses, vectors were zero-padded to ensure the same dimensionality as

he MEG data. 

All predictor vectors were simultaneously inputted to the mTRF anal-

sis, which implements a lagged ridge regression describing a linear

ransformation of a given set of stimulus features S(t,f) to the neural re-

ponse R(t,f) across a given set of lags (time shifts): R(t,f) = mTRF ∗ S(t,f) .

his analysis is run for each subject separately. Output of the mTRF is a

et of weights for each stimulus feature f generated by the ridge regres-

ion where the ridge parameter was tuned across the folds of data to

ontrol for overfitting ( Crosse et al., 2016 ). To estimate these weights,

ata was split into 10 folds of equal length (both MEG data and the stim-

lus vector). The model is trained on 9 of these folds and tested on the

emaining fold - the resulting r value shows how well the model predicts

he withheld data. Then the procedure is cross-validated across folds by

eaving each fold out at a time. mTRF weights were generated for each
4 
egment of the continuous data split into 10 folds and the resulting sets

f weights were averaged. In this way we produced a unique set of mTRF

eights across channels and lags for each subject. 

To test if the resulting model could predict the neural responses at

n above chance level and assess how accurately each feature of inter-

st (Envelope and Semantic Surprisal) could capture the neural activ-

ty, for each subject we measured the model’s ability to predict MEG

esponses above the null feature models (for a similar approach see

roderick et al., 2021 ). Two separate null models were derived for En-

elope and Surprisal by randomly permuting the corresponding feature

ector. During cross-validation testing the trained mTRF would attempt

o predict neural responses from permuted features of interest while all

ther features were unchanged. Hence resulting neural signal predic-

ions did not benefit from a given feature of interest. We repeated this

tep 10 times per feature vector and averaged the resulting null mod-

ls’ responses. We then subtracted the null model prediction accuracy

r value across sensors) from those of the true model. Surprisal and En-

elope model accuracy correspond to the averages of these subtractions

cross the fronto-temporal sensors of each hemisphere. To test model

ccuracy at the group level we subjected these measures from all sub-

ects to a one-sample t -test against zero. We found significant effects for

oth Envelope (LH t = 22.4, p < 0.001, RH t = 21.1, p < 0.001) and

urprisal (LH t = 14.9, p < 0.001, RH t = 13.7, p < 0.001) at the group

evel, showing that for the whole sample our full-feature model is better

t predicting the neural signal than the null model. 

.3.6. Transformer neural network language model for Surprisal estimation

To estimate Semantic Surprisal (self-information) for every word in

he sentence a self-attention-based autoregressive Transformer model

 Vaswani et al., 2017 ) was used. That is, the language model consid-

rs previous words in a sentence to predict the next word. To optimise

he model (lower memory consumption and increase training speed)

wo parameter-reduction techniques were applied: cross layer parame-

er sharing and factorization of parameters. The 15 M parameters model

s based on 4 shared transformer layers with hidden layers of size 3072,

mbedding layer of size 768 (factorised with an intermediate layer of

ize 128) and 12 attention heads. The model was trained in one Nvidia

itan V GPU for one month, with a linear warm-up and scheduler and a

earning rate peak set to 0.176e-3. We used mixed precision during train-

ng using a large batch size of 3.2 K sentences from the above corpora,

xcluding those sentences which were later used in the MEG experiment.

.3.7. Grey matter analysis 

A voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analysis was used to estimate

rey matter volume in key areas of the reading network. For this anal-

sis, individual T1-weighted images were preprocessed using the Sta-

istical Parametric Mapping software (SPM12, Wellcome Department of

ognitive Neurology, London, UK) implemented in MATLAB (2014b,

athworks, Inc, Natick, MA). First, the T1 images were reoriented and

hifted to set the anterior commissure as the origin (0,0,0). Then, the im-

ges were segmented into grey matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal

uid (CSF) with the segmenting module implemented in SPM12. The

olumes of the native segmentations were used to calculate the to-

al intracranial volume (TIV) of each participant. Next, images were

ormalized into the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space us-

ng the high-dimensional DARTEL normalization algorithm and further

moothed with an 8 mm full width half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian

ernel. Finally, the processed images were used to estimate the volume

eatures using the AAL atlas for brain parcellation. Specifically, we in-

erse normalized the AAL atlas to fit each participant’s native space and

elected a set of regions involved in the reading network ( D’mello and

abrieli, 2018 ), namely: inferior frontal gyrus (collapsing pars orbitalis,

riangularis and opercularis), fusiform, superior temporal and temporo-

arietal regions (collapsing angular gyrus and supramarginal gyrus). We

onsidered regions bilaterally. Each volume of these regions of interest

ROI) was divided by the TIV to normalise the values. 
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.4. Statistical analysis 

The goal of the statistical analysis was to compare responses to au-

itory (Envelope) and contextual (Semantic Surprisal) features of the

peech signal in the control and dyslexia groups and further to relate

hose measures to their reading abilities. The magnitude of the mTRF

eights is a representation of the response to a given feature at a given

hannel and lag. To summarise responses to Envelope and Semantic Sur-

risal across channels and lags for each participant we (1) computed the

lobal field power GFP (SD over channels) over fronto-temporal sensors

nd (2) computed the area under the curve for pre-defined lags of in-

erest, referred to here as Energy. The mTRF model was fit with both

urprisal and Envelope within the same large window of lags ( − 100 to

00 ms) and output mTRF weights for Surprisal and Envelopes were fur-

her analysed in separate sets of lags. For Envelope response 0–200 ms

ags were used since Envelope-specific mTRF responses were previously

eported to peak within this lag range ( Liberto et al. 2021 ). For Surprisal

 large window of 300–700 ms lags was used, since responses to Sur-

risal using similar methods have been reported within this wider time

ange ( Broderick et al., 2021 ). 

First, to compare control and dyslexic groups directly, we used a

wo-sample matched t -test ( n = 14 control and n = 14 dyslexic). To cor-

elate mTRF response Energy with reading abilities we ran a multiple

egression analysis on the whole larger sample ( n = 41) with Surprisal

nd Envelope Energy as dependant variables, Word and Pseudoword

eading scores as predictors and Age and non-verbal IQ (WAIS Matrix

est) measure as nuisance regressors. We also entered a binary Group re-

ressor (dyslexic coded as 1 and control as 0) and interaction terms for

roup x Word and Group x Pseudoword reading into the model to test

or differential relationship between mTRF responses and reading scores

n dyslexia when compared with control group. We ran this regression in

 hierarchical manner to determine whether Group and/or Group inter-

ctions significantly improved the variance explained by the model. We

ested mTRF weights derived from the right and left hemisphere sensors

eparately. Identical regression analyses were also performed to corre-

ate grey matter volume (GMV) with reading abilities, with GMV for

ach ROI (8 tested) as the dependant variable and Word, Pseudoword

eading scores and mTRF Energy measures for Envelope and Surprisal

s predictors, while Age and non-verbal IQ (WAIS Matrix test) mea-

ures were entered as nuisance regressors. Similarly, both a Group re-

ressor and x Group interactions were added. We used false-discovery

ate (FDR) correction to control for multiple comparisons across the 8

OIs tested. 

. Results 

.1. mTRF results 

We assessed the ability of our participants to track both auditory

nd semantic contextual features of the speech signal using multivari-

te Temporal Response Functions (mTRFs - see Methods). The input to

his analysis is a multivariate vector, simultaneously including both the

peech Envelope and Semantic Surprisal dimensions. The output of the

TRF analysis is a set of regression weights describing the relationship

etween each stimulus feature of interest and the MEG signal at each

hannel and time-lag. Larger weights represent a stronger contribution

f a stimulus feature at a given time-lag to the MEG signal prediction.

ig. 1 shows both Envelope and Semantic Surprisal output weights (sum-

arised over sensors as global field power GFP response) over time lags

nd corresponding topographies (averages over the time-lags). Dyslexic

nd Control matched groups are plotted separately for comparison. The

eaks of the GFP show the temporal lags at which the MEG signal con-

ributes most to the tracking of the corresponding function. Both Enve-

ope and Semantic Surprisal were found to be significantly better predic-

ors of the neural response within the fronto-temporal sensors compared

o their respective null models (see Methods for details). Prediction ac-
5 
uracy r for each feature was calculated as the difference between the

rediction accuracy of the true and the null model (averaged within the

ronto-temporal sensors of each hemisphere and across all subjects) and

as as follows: Surprisal LH r = 0.02 and RH r = 0.013; Envelope LH

 = 0.033 and RH r = 0.035 (see Supplementary Figure 1). 

For Envelope tracking we observed an expected and previously re-

orted ( Di Liberto et al. 2021 ) response pattern - a peak at a 100 ms

ag with largest responses in the bilateral temporal sensors for both

roups. To test for an expected dyslexia-specific reduction of speech en-

elope tracking we conducted a one-sided t -test comparing GFP Energy

 area under the curve within the 0–200 ms epoch - in the matched

yslexic/control sample. Consistent with previous literature reporting

eaker cortical speech entrainment in dyslexia ( Molinaro et al., 2016 )

e observed a reduced RH Envelope response in the Dyslexic group

 t = 1.83, p = 0.039, one sided). No significant reduction of Envelope

esponse was found in the LH ( t = 1.15, p = 0.129). 

For Surprisal tracking, the mTRF response pattern was also in

ine with previously reported results - peaks in responses within the

00 ms lag range in bilateral fronto-temporal sensors, corresponding

o the well-documented N400 component sensitive to context effects

 Broderick et al., 2018 , 2021 ). Although responses in the dyslexic group

ere observably weaker than in the group of matched controls, these dif-

erences were not significant ( t -test, GFP Energy - area under the curve

 300–700 ms epoch, LH t = 1.57, p = 0.127, RH t = 0.89, p = 0.37, two-

ided, given no prior expectation about directionality of any effect). 

Our main goal was to understand how tracking of perceptual and

ontextual information in speech is related to reading skills in both typ-

cal and dyslexic readers. Large variability in the dyslexic group´s read-

ng skills (Dyslexic Word reading M = 117.15, SD = 24.3) showed that

or some of this group, despite their overall worse phonological skills

Pseudoword reading M = 66.64, SD = 15.09), word reading skills ap-

roximated the lower end of the control group spectrum (Controls Word

eading M = 185.92, SD = 37.8). Although, as expected, performance in

eading words and pseudowords was related, the strength of this rela-

ion differed between groups: the correlation between Word and Pseu-

oword reading in the dyslexic sample was weaker ( r = 0.35), compared

o a stronger relationship ( r = 0.6) in controls. We ran a hierarchical

ultiple regression analysis with GFP Energy (area under the curve) for

nvelope and Surprisal as dependant variables and Word (WR), Pseu-

oword (PS) reading, non-verbal IQ (Matrix test) and Age as predic-

ors in each hemisphere separately and selecting theoretically relevant

ronto-temporal sensors ( Klimovich-Gray et al., 2021 ). To understand

ow dyslexic readers differed from controls we asked if adding a group

control = 0, dyslexic = 1) regressor as well as interactions between

roup, word and pseudoword reading would significantly improve the

odel fit (F change). 

This analysis revealed two main effects. First, stronger tracking of En-

elope in the RH was marginally related to better pseudoword reading

PS b = 0.3, p = 0.027, model F = 2.58, p = 0.054) for all participants

rrespective of Age ( b = − 0.084, p = 0.75) or non-verbal IQ ( b = − 0.98,

 = 0.186). Adding a group regressor and related interactions did not

ignificantly improve the model fit (F Change = 0.66, p = 0.58), sug-

esting this trend was similar for both controls and dyslexic groups.

econd, stronger Surprisal response in the RH was related to better word

eading skills in the dyslexic group (group by WR interaction b = 0.52,

 = 0.013; F Change = 3.07, p = 0.042), although the relationship was

on-significant for the whole sample (reduced model F = 1.56, p = 0.2).

ig. 2 ( B ) shows this clearly, with a positive correlation for dyslexia

roup but no apparent effect for controls. There is a similar but not

ignificant trend of Surprisal in the LH. To contrast LH and RH effects

irectly, we compared regression beta values for the group by WR in-

eraction in the two hemispheres using a bootstrap method to estimate

5% beta value confidence intervals (CIs). High overlap in the estimated

eta CIs would mean that the strength of this effect is similar across both

emispheres. Given that we indeed found a high degree of overlap be-

ween the corresponding CIs, we conclude similar processes take place
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Fig. 1. mTRF weights showing the strength of 

the encoding of each feature within the neu- 

ral signal. For Envelope (top) and Surprisal 

(bottom) the line plots (left) show the weights 

summarised using global field power (GFP, y 

axis) over the fronto-temporal sensors and plot- 

ted across the time lags of interest (x axis). 

LH and RH hemispheres are plotted separately 

with solid (LH) and dotted lines (RH). Matched 

controls are plotted in blue and dyslexic read- 

ers in red. Shaded areas show standard errors 

across subjects. The right panel shows corre- 

sponding sensor topographies which were av- 

eraged across all lags excluding the baseline. 

(For interpretation of the references to color in 

this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article.) 
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n both hemispheres. Finally, Fig. 2 ( C ) shows in more detail differences

n RH Surprisal tracking for worse and better dyslexic readers (group

ssigned based on the Word reading efficiency median split) - with bet-

er dyslexic readers showing a pattern of results comparable with the

ypical readers. 

.2. Grey matter volume analysis results 

In the following analysis we asked if information tracking in speech

as measured by mTRF weights for Envelope and Surprisal) can be re-

ated to GMV in the areas of the reading circuit, as evidence of the link

etween speech processing and reading development. Given previous

ndings we expected that better reading (word and pseudoword) skills

s well as better abilities in auditory and contextual information track-

ng in speech would be related to GMV increases in the bilateral frontal,

emporal and parietal areas previously linked to reading proficiency. A

reliminary analysis checking for potential differences in GMV across

roups, showed that dyslexic and control readers had comparable GMV

n each of the 8 ROIs (all p -values > 0.13; FDR corrected). 

To address these questions, we ran multiple regressions with GMV

s a dependant variable in 8 ROIs comprising the reading network
6 
 D’mello and Gabrieli, 2018 ): bilateral superior temporal gyrus (STG),

emporoparietal, fusiform and inferior frontal areas (see Fig. 3 for ROIs

ested). As predictors we included the MEG mTRF variables that showed

 significant relationship with reading skills: RH Envelope Energy and

H Surprisal Energy. To replicate previous work, we also included word

nd pseudoword reading scores and Age and non-verbal IQ as regressors

for full details of the GMV analysis see the Methods section). We also

ested whether adding a group regressor and by group interactions (RH

nvelope x Group and RH Surprisal x Group) would yield additional

xplanatory power to the model. We corrected for the number of ROIs

ested using the FDR correction. This analysis was performed on a re-

uced subsample of controls ( n = 20) for whom T1 MRI images were

vailable. For the dyslexia group ( n = 13) only one participant was re-

oved due to a missing structural scan. We found a significant model

t in RH STG (model p = 0.002 unc.; p = 0.01, FDR corr.; R 

2 = 0.42)

nd LH STG (model p = 0.006 unc.; p = 0.012, FDR corr.; R 

2 = 0.37),

H IFG (model p = 0.004 unc.; p = 0.01, FDR corr.; R 

2 = 0.38), LH

FG (model p = 0.004 unc.; p = 0.01, FDR corr.; R 

2 = 0.39) and RH

usiform gyrus (model p = 0.024 unc. p = 0.038, FDR corr.; R 

2 = 0.28).

urthermore, we performed a “robustness check ”, and tested to what

xtent mTRF variables had an explanatory impact in the GMV mod-
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Fig. 2. Regression analysis. (A) A correlation plot with RH Envelope Energy (area under the GFP curve for the RH frontotemporal sensors) on the y axis and 

Pseudoword Reading scores on the x axis. A significant positive relationship between these two measures was present for the whole sample (dyslexic and controls, 

both plotted in grey). (B) A correlation plot with RH Surprisal Energy on the y axis and Word Reading scores on the x axis. A significant relationship between these 

two measures emerged only for dyslexic readers (in red) but not for controls (in blue). (C) mTRF weights for RH Surprisal plotted against time lags (right) and 

corresponding lag-averaged sensor topographies (left), plotted separately for matched controls in blue, worse dyslexic readers in red and better dyslexic readers in 

orange (better/worse median split based on word reading scores). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 

version of this article.) 
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ls. In order to do so, we ran null models for each of the 8 selected

OIs leaving out the mTRF variables and just keeping word and pseu-

oword reading scores, Age, non-verbal IQ and group as regressors.

one of the models reached significance (all p -values > 0.2; FDR cor-

ected). This supports the idea that Envelope or Surprisal is related

o GMV in those ROIs. Finally, adding group and by group interac-

ions as regressors did not increase the explanatory power of any of the

odels. 

RH Envelope Energy was related to GMV of the RH STG ( b = 0.64,

 = 3.76 p < 0.001) and LH STG ( b = 0.4, t = 2.24 p = 0.03) with

etter tracking being related to increased GMV. This was the same for

oth RH ( b = 0.58, t = 3.31, p = 0.003) and LH ( b = 0.63, t = 3.62,

 = 0.001) IFG. While for the STG areas RH Envelope tracking was the

nly regressor that significantly contributed to the model fit, for both

H and LH IFG, word reading skills were also positively related to GMV

 b = 0.62, t = 2.62, p = 0.015 for RH and b = 0.64, t = 2.72, p = 0.012 for

H). Despite the model showing a significant fit for RH Fusiform gyrus,

o individual regressors were significant, so we cannot interpret which

eature of neural or behavioural response was related to the GMV in this

rea. 
t  

7 
In summary, GMV analysis revealed that better real-time tracking of

uditory speech features (RH Envelope Energy) was related to increased

MV in areas related to auditory analysis (RH and LH STG) and those

ssociated with higher-order language functions (RH and LH IFG). More-

ver, in the bilateral IFG areas GMV was also positively correlated with

ord reading skills. 

. Discussion 

Early models proposed that dyslexic readers use context-based pre-

ictions to compensate for deficits in auditory and phonological pro-

essing. We used a novel combination of neuroimaging and machine

earning techniques to gain insight into related neural mechanisms. We

sked if the ability to track both auditory features of the speech enve-

ope and contextual probabilities of words are related to reading skills

n dyslexic and typical readers. We present three theoretically relevant

ndings. First, in line with previous proposals, we show that dyslexic

eaders are consistently worse at auditory envelope tracking and this

urther correlates with their phonological skills. Second, we show that

he ability of participants with dyslexic symptoms to track contextual
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Fig. 3. (A) Relationship between online RH Envelope tracking captured with MEG (RH Envelope Energy derived from the mTRF analysis) and grey matter volume 

(GMV) in the ROIs linked to reading and speech processing. On the left are all eight bilateral ROIs that were tested, plotted in different colours on the template 

cortical surface. On the right is a bar chart where the height of each bar is a beta coefficient, showing how well RH Envelope tracking predicted GMV for a given 

ROI – significant effects are marked with a star ∗ . RH ROIs are coded with a stripe pattern. (B) Scatterplots depicting significant associations between RH Envelope 

Energy and Word Reading with GMV in the STG and the IFG. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 

version of this article.) 
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robabilities in spoken language is linked to better word reading. Fi-

ally, we provide preliminary evidence that better Envelope tracking

f speech is related to greater grey matter volume within the fronto-

emporal areas (superior temporal and inferior frontal areas). 

.1. Envelope tracking linked to phonological skills 

The speech envelope is dominated by lower frequencies ( < 10 Hz)

hat encode prosodic and syllabic speech features critical for detection

f meaningful linguistic units (syllabic, word and phrase edges) and

peech signal segmentation ( Giraud and Poeppel, 2012 ; Lakatos, 2005 ;

chroeder and Lakatos, 2009 ). A growing literature has shown a repli-

able reduction of entrainment to the lower frequencies of the speech

nvelope in dyslexic readers ( Lizarazu et al., 2015 ; Power et al., 2016 ;
8 
olinaro et al., 2016 ; but see Lizarazu et al., 2021 for related is-

ues). This reduced synchrony with the speech envelope is thought to

ausally contribute to poor speech signal segmentation and phonolog-

cal deficits and poor reading acquisition via the phonological route

 Goswami, 2011 ). 

Consistent with this, we show reduced RH speech envelope track-

ng in dyslexia and a positive relationship between Envelope tracking

nd phonological skills (measured by pseudoword reading) in the whole

ample. This is consistent with recent work showing that both dyslexic

dults and children have worse RH low-frequency (delta band < 5 Hz)

nvelope ( Molinaro et al., 2016 ) and phonological feature tracking

 Di Liberto et al., 2018 ). These deficiencies could result from genetically

elated microstructural abnormalities of the auditory cortex found in

yslexic individuals ( Giraud and Ramus, 2013 ), arguably contributing to
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typical hemispheric lateralisation in speech processing ( Lehongre et al.,

011 ). Stronger RH Envelope tracking in controls is also consistent with

he asymmetric sampling model ( Abrams et al., 2008 ; Giraud and Poep-

el, 2012 ; Poeppel, 2003 ), which suggests that due to cytoarchitectonic

nd microstructural morphology RH auditory areas are preferentially

uned to slower (delta-theta) aspects of the speech signal whereas ho-

ologous LH areas are tuned to faster (gamma) frequency ranges. There-

ore, in line with previous work, we argue that RH Envelope tracking

lays an important role in speech feature analysis by facilitating speech

egmentation and its disruption in dyslexia has downstream effects for

eading acquisition. Furthermore, here we show that Envelope tracking

s related to phonological skills (pseudoword reading) across the whole

ample, which implies it is also critical for typically developing readers.

Our exploratory GMV analysis is in line with this interpretation. If

racking of auditory envelopes in speech has a long-lasting impact on

eading skills, we would expect a positive correlation between metrics

f online performance and GMV within the ROIs that are part of the

anguage and reading network. To our knowledge, this was the first at-

empt to relate neural measures of both Envelope and Semantic Sur-

risal to an individual’s grey matter morphology. We observed that RH

nvelope tracking was positively related with grey matter volume in

ilateral STG and IFG, with greater volume of the IFG areas also being

elated to better word reading. The spatial distribution of these effects is

n line with previous literature indicating bilateral STG and IFG as cor-

ical sources of online speech Envelope tracking ( vander Ghinst et al.,

016 ; Kubanek et al., 2013a ). These studies also highlighted a functional

ifferentiation between temporal and inferior frontal areas. STG Enve-

ope tracking was not speech-specific and was thought to reflect track-

ng of signal acoustic properties ( Kubanek et al., 2013b ; Nourski et al.,

009 ). In contrast, speech-selective IFG Envelope tracking was shown to

ausally modulate oscillatory dynamics in the temporal areas ( Di Liberto

t al., 2018 ; Park et al., 2015 ) and was hypothesised to encode informa-

ion about higher-order linguistic features (lexical/semantic/syntactic).

n this context, the finding that bilateral IFG volume was predicted by

oth Envelope tracking and word reading skills suggests its involvement

n both the auditory and linguistic feature analysis required for reading.

ur combined GMV-mTRF analysis thus provides interesting prelimi-

ary findings that should be further validated and replicated. 

The absence of significant effects in the STG GMV for word and pseu-

oword reading as well as the lack of group differences (controls vs

yslexia) has been discussed in a recent meta-analysis by Ramus et al.

2018) , see also Torre and Eden (2019) . A possible explanation is that

H Envelope tracking is a better predictor of the variance in the STG

MV compared to reading or grouping variables, hence when entered

nto the same model they explain no additional variance. If so, future

tudies of GMV and reading should consider lower-level auditory and

erceptual processing measures alongside higher-order reading skills.

hile results in the dyslexia group should be interpreted with cau-

ion due to sample size (number of participants with dyslexia symptoms

 = 14), previous studies have found effects of reduced speech Envelope

racking with comparable numbers ( Molinaro et al., 2016 ; Power et al.,

016 ). Future work should be aimed at replicating these effects in a

arger dyslexia sample and investigating similar effects in poor readers

ithout dyslexia. 

.2. Semantic Surprisal tracking is related to better word reading in 

yslexia 

Dyslexic and typical readers did not differ in semantic Sur-

risal tracking. For both groups Surprisal response peaked around

00 ms post word onset, consistent with the N400 component la-

ency linked to semantic contextual expectations ( van Berkum et al.,

005 ; Kutas and Federmeier, 2011 ). EEG studies likewise have shown

ormal N400 responses in dyslexia for both spoken ( Jednoróg et al.,

010 ; Rasamimanana et al., 2020 ) and written words in context

 Rüsseler et al., 2007 ). In several studies N400 responses were delayed
9 
r lasted longer in individuals with dyslexia ( Jednoróg et al., 2010 ;

üsseler et al., 2007 ) but here we find no such differences. 

Critically, we show that Semantic Surprisal tracking was related

o better word reading only in the dyslexic group ( Fig. 2C ). This is

onsistent with a seminal behavioural study by Nation and Snowl-

ng (1998) showing that dyslexic readers with good comprehension

kills show stronger contextual facilitation in word reading. Although

either the previous nor current study designs allow us to make claims

bout the causal link between semantic context analysis and word read-

ng in dyslexia, there are several plausible mechanisms. First, stronger

emantic contextual analysis may coincide with better word reading for

hose with dyslexic symptoms who have milder reading deficits. How-

ver, were this the case, we would also expect those dyslexic readers

o simultaneously show better phonological skills and for there to be

 link between semantic context analysis and phonological processing

kills. This was not the case in the current study - pseudoword reading

id not predict the strength of cortical tracking of the semantic context.

he other plausible mechanism is that deeper analysis of semantic rela-

ions facilitates lexical access when processing both spoken and written

ext without directly facilitating phonological skills but rather compen-

ating for phonological deficits. In support of the latter, a recent study

y Van der Kleij et al. (2019) showed that during picture-word prim-

ng, semantic but not phonological priming effects predicted word and

seudoword reading in older children with dyslexia (mean age 12). In-

erestingly, van Rijthoven et al. (2018) showed that the semantic abil-

ties of younger dyslexic children (9-year-olds) predicted word naming

nd pseudoword decoding via rapid automatic naming and phonologi-

al awareness. Younger children, who are less experienced readers, rely

ore on the non-lexical reading route ( Coltheart et al., 2001 ) and for

hem phonological and semantic skills may be more strongly coupled,

ompared with older children and the adults in our study, who rely pri-

arily on the lexical route. Jointly, these studies reveal a complex pic-

ure of how the relationship between contextual semantic and phono-

ogical skills changes dynamically over time and highlight the need to

nderstand these processes from a longitudinal perspective. Finally, an

mportant next step for future research is to better understand the re-

ationship between top-down semantic effects (as measured by Seman-

ic Surprisal tracking) and envelope tracking in dyslexic readers who

ave overcome or partially overcome their initial reading impairments.

 tentative prediction that can be made from the current set of results is

hat better readers with history of dyslexia will have a weaker relation-

hip between envelope tracking and higher-order lexical and semantic

rocessing skills since they have developed compensatory mechanisms

llowing them to rely less on envelope entrainment. 

Finding a positive relationship between fronto-temporal Surprisal

racking and word reading in dyslexia has further theoretically im-

ortant implications for the neuro-cognitive study of dyslexia. Many

revious studies reported hyperactivation of the RH fronto-temporal

nd temporo-parietal areas in dyslexic readers ( Cutini et al., 2016 ;

oeft et al., 2011a ; Waldie et al., 2013 ). A possible explanation for this

yper-activation is increased cognitive effort due to over-reliance on

ote memory learning ( Rezaie et al., 2011 ). Here, for the first time, we

how a positive dependency between language-relevant RH responses

n participants with dyslexic symptoms (contextual semantic informa-

ion tracking) and word reading. We therefore argue that RH activity in

yslexia is not simply a signature of cognitive effort but likely reflects

ompensatory mechanisms. 

.3. Conclusions and directions for future research 

This study represents a first attempt to uncover the neural mech-

nisms underlying contextual facilitation of lexical access in dyslexic

eaders by applying multivariate decoding techniques to MEG data and

elating these effects to behavioural and structural cortical measure-

ents. We show an important dependency between speech envelope

racking, grey matter volume and pseudoword reading, supporting the
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otion that dyslexic reading is related to inefficient speech signal sam-

ling. We further uncover a link between semantic context tracking and

etter word reading skills in dyslexia, consistent with the compensation

ypothesis. 

Although this is a promising start, we cannot make any claims about

he developmental aspects or causality of our effects. Since we did not

ave an additional reading-age matched control group we cannot de-

ermine whether the link between Surprisal tracking and word reading

s specific to dyslexia, or a mechanism employed by various poor and

earner readers. It can, however, be argued that for our adult sample the

ifferential effect of reading experience should not be as pronounced as

t would with young beginner readers. Hence our results are more likely

o be specific to the dyslexic sample. Furthermore, it is not clear if the

ontextual compensation strategy is directly transferred from speech to

eading or if both skills co-emerge due to other factors, such as inten-

ive reading practice or explicit intervention. To answer this and related

uestions a follow-up longitudinal design with separate control groups

atched for either chronological age or literacy level is necessary. 
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